
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Review: Roadburn Thurs 10th 

The first bands I made a point to catch 

yesterday were Sourvein and Hull, 

both of whom I’d seen many times 

before and known personally since I 

was too young to drink at their shows. 

Sourvein started things off on the 

Main Stage with a piledriver dose of 

the dirtiest Southern sludge. The Cape 

Fear institution sounded immense, 

frontman T-Roy was in fine form as 

he shimmied, spat, and snarled across 

the stage. He was sporting a “Boone 

Doom” memorial shirt, and I got a 

little choked up when he called for a 

moment of silence to honor his fallen 

bandmate, who’d tragically passed 

earlier this year. 

 

 
 

It was especially poignant given the 

metal community’s recent loss in The 

Gates Of Slumber bassist and all-

around wonderful dude Jason 

McCash... and a reminder that we 

need to take care of our own. I buzzed 

on up to Stage 01 soon after only to 

find it packed so full that Brooklyn 

doom alchemists Hull barely had 

room to bang their heads! They 

sounded mint, too, and their 

enthusiasm was infectious. 

 

 

Over at Het Patronaat, 40 Watt Sun 

sounded as beautifully dreary as 

ever, especially when they aired 

what sounded like new material. 

Samothrace was the next hot ticket 

for me, and I found myself killing 

time outside Het Patronaat and 

anxiously bouncing around during 

their soundcheck – I was 

NOT missing this band. 

 

 
 

When they finally plugged in and 

came crashing down, it was a 

goddamn revelation. The kick drum 

boomed through our ribcages so hard 

that, later, Spinks told me that he’d 

reached for his drink onstage and 

seen it hopping away from him! 

They were unbelievable. It’s no 

wonder they nearly sold out of merch 

straight after! Samothrace are a hard  

 



 
 

act to follow, but Napalm Death 

aren’t the sort of band who finds 

themselves easily intimidated. 

 

Their much-ballyhooed exclusive 

Roadburn set sounded a whole lot like 

Godflesh, and the new track they 

debuted reeked of early Swans. The 

industrialized edge caught me off 

guard, and I found myself 

sympathizing with what must’ve been 

the only heckler in the band’s entire 

storied existence who’s called out for 

Napalm fucking Death to “play 

faster!” 

 

 
 

The Great Old Ones sounded perfect 

– woe betide those who missed the 

chance to take in the French 

collective’s progressive black metal 

machinations. Corrections House 

was... strange. As I told Mike and 

Bruce later, to my sleep-deprived 

consciousness they came across like a 

deconstructed Neurosis playing in a 

propaganda film in a fascist future, 

with their matching black jumpsuits 

and disjointed experimental forays 

into noise, spoken word, industrial, 

twisted jazz, and tribal doom. 

 

The line to get into Het Patronaat for 

Conan’s set was so long that I gave up  

 

entirely and waited till the end to 

pop my head in and catch a few 

last waves of distorted doom. 

Crowbar dominated the Main Stage 

as we all knew they would, led by 

good ol’ Kirkus with his white-

streaked beard and ever-present 

shorts. .They hauled out a deluge 

of old favorites, sneaking in a few 

breaths of new material between 

roaring classics. The best thing 

about their Roadburn performance 

happened offstage, though: it was 

the ear-to-ear grin that stretched 

across drummer Tommy Buckley’s 

face as he pulled up his t-shirt to 

reveal a fading red scar, andtold me 

he’d been officially declared 

cancer-free. 

 

Anciients sounded great even 

outside the Green Room’s doors 

and I found myself sorely tempted 

to elbow my way in, but elder gods 

beckoned. Graves At Sea was 

unquestionably the heaviest band 

of the day, bringing the temporary 

denizens of Het Patronaat to our 

collective knees. It was a monster 

of a set, and an amazing way to 

close out one hell of a Day One. – 

Kim Kelly 

 

 

 



 

 

Mikael Åkerfeldt Curates! 
As soon as it was announced 

Opeth mastermind Mikael 

Åkerfeldt would be guest curator 

at Roadburn 2014, you knew he 

would gather artists who reflect his 

own interests both as a heavy 

metal fan and a student of 

progressive rock. As attendees will 

witness all day today, he has come 

through on both fronts, assembling 

a lineup at the 013 that is as 

adventurous as it is mind-blowing. 

 

 
 

Stage01 will be jam central, 

loaded with artists with a penchant 

for the psychedelic. Icelandic 

phenoms The Vintage Caravan 

will be bringing their Cream-

meets-Cactus heavy rock. Nicklas 

Barker, founder of Swedish 

progressive rock band Anekdoten, 

will play a solo set with Dungen 

guitar ace Reine Fiske. Former 

The Devil’s Blood guitarists Ron 

van Herpen and Oeds Beydals will 

explore the darker side of psych in 

two separate sets, while 

Denmark’s Papir will cap off the 

night with a performance of their  

 

“semi-improvisational,” jazzy 

instrumental rock. 

 

Things get even more eclectic in the 

Green Room. Swedish singer-

songwriter Billie Lindahl’s Promise 

And The Monster will be a dreamy 

afternoon set before raucous San 

Diego rockers Harsh Toke appear 

with guitar legend Lenny Kaye. 

King Crimson disciples Änglagård 

will play taut, adventurous prog, 

while Swedish innovators 

Trettioåriga Kriget will explore the 

more idyllic side of the genre. In 

direct contrast is Obliteration’s 

towering, pulverizing homage to 

early-‘90s death metal, which will 

be followed by a set by Norwegian 

jazzmeisters Elephant9. 

 

 

 



 
 

On the Main Stage, the lineup is jaw-

dropping. France’s legendary Magma 

will bring its idiosyncratic hybrid of 

jazz, funk, and heavy rock. Acid folk 

greats Comus will reveal the earthy 

complexity underneath pastoral English 

music. Italy’s immortal Goblin will be 

one of the day’s most anticipated sets, 

and doom titans Candlemass will 

perform 1988’s great Ancient Dreams 

album in its entirety. 

 

The cool thing about Åkerfeldt’s curation 

is that you can hear elements of practically 

every style throughout Opeth’s 

discography, mirroring Åkerfeldt’s 

metamorphosis from death metal brutalizer 

to prog auteur, all throughout a day which 

should culminate beautifully in Opeth’s 

climactic performance. For some, today 

will be a day of edification and discovery; 

for others, it’s an absolute dream lineup. 

– Adrien Begrand 

Walter Speaks: Clinics & More! 

Last year, we decided to experiment with 

adding a number of panel discussions and 

master classes to the festival. Response 

was positive and we are very pleased to 

offer a new series during Roadburn 2014. 

For this year’s Clinics & More program, 

we have invited several musicians, artists 

and industry professionals for what 

promises to be an interesting and 

educational experience for everyone. 

Roadburn’s Clinics & More will be held 

at V39, located opposite the main 

entrance to the 013 venue. 

 

On Friday, April 11th, Lenny Kaye will 

commemorate the Nuggets collection he 

compiled for Elektra Records (1pm-

2pm). 

 

From 2:30pm-4:15pm, you are invited to 

hear Scott Kelly (Neurosis, Corrections 

House) and Mike Scheidt (YOB) talk 

about their songwriting craft. Pull up a 

chair and commune with two sonic 

trailblazers responsible for some of the 

most crushing, melodic and intriguing 

compositions – electric and acoustic alike  

– known to Roadburn audiences. 

 

From 4:45pm-5:45pm, the focus shifts 

to the business side of things. Panel 

participants including professional 

bookers Jeps Salfischberger 

(Mojo/Live Nation), Vincent Royers 

(Odyssey) and Bidi (Bidi Bookings) 

will discuss the process of taking on 

bands and why it has become so 

difficult for many underground bands 

to tour due to financial reasons and 

more. 

 

On Saturday, April 12 from 1pm-2pm, 

Anouk Rijnders (Record Industry), 

Andreas Kohl (Optimal Media) and 

Drew Juergens (Relapse) will explore 

the wonder of vinyl. During this talk, 

they will cover everything you need to 

know about getting your albums 

pressed on vinyl, debating the finer 

points of 120 versus 180 gram vinyl 

and whether there is any difference 

sound-wise between black and colored 

vinyl. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

From 2:45pm-3:45pm, I take a turn in 

the hot seat. Ula Gehret will conduct a 

live interview to give me an opportunity 

to speak candidly about the festival. 

What goes into an edition of Roadburn? 

What are the struggles he faces to 

uphold Roadburn’s reputation as a 

pioneering event? Now is the chance to  

get the inside scoop! 

 

From 4:15pm-5:15pm, visual artists 

Arik Roper, Josh Graham and Costin 

Chioreanu round out this year’s 

Clinics & More program by talking 

about their work and what drives 

them as artists. 

Friday Daily Picks 

Each day we asked the Weirdo Canyon Dispatch staff to choose their must see 

band of the day, after lots of deliberation, here’s the choices… 

Adrien Begrand 

It’s a prog bacchanal on today’s Main Stage, as Mikael Åkerfeldt has brought 

together legends Magma, Comus, and Goblin to play alongside Opeth. 

Meanwhile, good luck dashing back and forth between Candlemass and 

Obliteration. 

José Carlos Santos 

Het Patronaat day, with Tyranny, The Body and Terra Tenebrosa delightfully 

filling up my quota of musical ugliness – plus frequent detours to the Cul de Sac 

for the Exile On Mainstream showcase. 

Lee Edwards 

Friday has to be The Body. I’ve been following their progress for the last few 

years so it’s great to finally see this two-piece hit European shores. Expect heavy 

filth-riddled sludge anguish! 

Walter Hoeijmakers 

Today, it's gonna be a psychedelic overload for me: Lenny Kaye & Harsh Toke, 

Ron Van Herpen's jam session, Oeds Beydals and Willem Verbuyst, Sula 

Bassana, Elephant9 and Reine Fiske. I'm a happy man. Wait... there's Goblin, 

Candlemass and Opeth, too! Not to mention Promise And The Monster, Comus 

and Magma. Somebody, please get me a cloning device or I'll lose my sanity. 

 



 
 

JJ Koczan 

I was recently exposed to Papir’s luscious instru-prog, and they’ll make a great 

follow-up to the psych bliss of Sula Bassana! 

Kim Kelly 

The Body, Procession, Obliteration, and Candlemass are my main ports of call today, 

though I'm sure I'll end up soaking in plenty of trippy psychedelic sounds simply by 

virtue of being within a three-mile radius of the 013! Stoked to see Goblin again, too. 

Saúl Do Caixão 

1. Relive youth with Opeth. 

2. Put on frilly prog shirt for Comus.  

3. Sit in a corner sobbing as Massimo Morante's guitar playing puts you to shame. 

4. Pray that Magma are on form. 

5. Scream "FUKK NORWAY" at the excellent Obliteration. 

6. Pull tea towel over genitals for Procession. 

7. Piss off home. 

Paul Robertson 

This is my first ever chance to see Magma and there is NO way I'll miss them. This is 

also my first chance to see The Body, whose recordings I love. Änglagård are one of 

my favourite Swedish prog bands, but Trettioåriga Kriget are my all-time favourite, so 

I'm extremely excited to see them. Obliteration will be my fix of vicious, spiky death 

metal for this year's festival, and of course Opeth are a must as I've, shockingly, never 

seen them before.  
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